
P R E P S  I N  T R A N S I T I O N
B O O K L E T

Let's Go To
MOSHC!

AFTER SCHOOL CARE



Pick Up

When the bell rings at the end

of the day I wait outside my

classroom for an educator to

pick me up

I make sure my lunchbox,

green folder and water

bottle are in my bag and my

hat is on my head!

I follow my educator to our

after school meeting spot

and sit down quietly and wait

until my name is called



On The Way

When my name is called I line up

with my friends in two straight

lines and we follow the

educator until we get to the

library

We stop at the front of the

library on the concrete path to

make sure everyone is together

I follow the educator across

the oval until we get to

MOSHC making sure I don't

run ahead!



Signing In

When I get to MOSHC I line

up along the black gate

I wait until a manager from

MOSHC signs me in with the

Ipad

After I get signed in I will

walk to the junior backracks

to put my bag away



Hand Wash 

After I put my bag safely onto

the backracks I will go to the

toilet if I need to

Before I get afternoon tea I

make sure to wash my hands

with soap while singing the

happy birthday song twice!

I will keep my hat on my

head and go to the

undercover area to get

afternoon tea



Afternoon Tea 
I will line up in front of the

afternoon tea trolley and wait

until it is my turn to get food

There is lots of yummy food

to choose! I will try some of

the special, fruits and

crackers!

I will sit down to eat it

and then put my rubbish

in the bin before I go to

play

I need to stay in the

undercover area until an

educator lets us know

play areas are open



Games Hall

Art Hub
Now I can go and play with my friends! 

What we do at MOSHC 



What we do at MOSHC 

THE OUTDOORS

Oval

Gardens

Chicken

Park

Sandpit



Loose Parts

Junior Playground

What we do at MOSHC 



Science

Building

And much more!!!

What we do at MOSHC 



Before I go Home... 

An educator will let me know

when mummy or daddy comes

to get me

I make sure my hat, lunchbox, water

bottle and greenfolder are in my

bag before I go home! 



MOSHC CONTACT DETAILS

Email : macgregoroshc@gmail.com

Phone: 07 334 948 36

facebook:https://www.facebook.c
om/MacGregorOSHC/ 

Website:
https://msspc.org.au/moshc/


